Traditional methods of human activity recognition usually require a large amount of strictly labeled data for training classifiers. However, it is hard for one to keep a fixed activity when collecting desired activity data by wearable sensors, and the weakly labeled data inevitably occurs in the process of data collection. For now, human activity recognition methods have seldom been researched according to weakly labeled data, which deserves deep investigation. In this paper, we proposed a novel attention-based human activity recognition method to process the weakly labeled activity data. The traditional convolutional neural network (CNN)-based human activity recognition is modified by attention mechanism, which computes the compatibility between the global features extracted at the final fully connected layers and the local features extracted at a given convolutional layer. The attention-based CNN architecture can amplify the salient activity information and suppress the irrelevant and potentially confusing information by weighing up their compatibility. Our methods are compared with two state-of-the-art methods, CNN and DeepConvLSTM. The experimental results show that our model is comparably well on the traditional UCI HAR dataset and outperforms them on the weakly labeled dataset in accuracy. Our method can greatly facilitate the process of sensor data annotation and makes data collection easier.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N the recent years, the wide diffusion of mobile devices has made human activity recognition(HAR) based on wearable sensors [1] become a new research point in the field of artificial intelligence and pattern recognition [2] , [3] , and there are prevailing applications which benefit from HAR include sports activity detection [4] , smart homes [5] and health support [6] , et al. Those sensors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers [7] , which are embedded on mobile devices, can generate time-series data for HAR. Traditional methods, which have been developed to facilitate human activity recognition, are inside the range of supervised learning. For instance, the pervious methods include SVM [8] and Random Forest [9] , which require to extract handcrafted features as the inputs of classifiers. Later, deep learning, and in particular, convolutional neural networks, has been diffusely used in the field of HAR. Although deep learning models have excellent performance in HAR, there are some challenges need to be addressed, the main one of which is the need for labeled datasets for ground truth annotation [10] .
But unlike videos or images which can be smoothly annotated by humans, it is laborious to accurately segment a specific type of activity from a long sequence of sensor data. Nevertheless, it is feasible for data collector to identify whether a labeled activity takes place in a long recorded sensor data. This kind of data is corresponding to the "weakly labeled sensor data". Consequently, the new challenge is whether we can exploit the weakly labeled sensor data to accurately predict activities and determine the exact location of the labeled activity.
The utilization of attention mechanism can resolve this weakly supervised learning problem. It obtains two categories: hard(stochastic) attention and soft(deterministic) attention. For the hard attention, Mnih et al. [11] proposed a recurrent neural network model that extracts information from an image or video, the method can adaptively select desired regions and only process the selected regions at high resolution. The reinforcement learning is used to train their non-differentiable architecture. Differently, the soft attention method is probabilistic and thus can be trained by backpropagation. Bahdanau et al. [12] utilized the soft attention method for query-based tasks. They presented a model to automatically soft-search for the relevant sentence to predict a target word. The work of Seo et al. [13] shows that the soft attention method is better suited to target object shapes in real images. Recently, Jetley et al. [14] proposed an end-to-end-trainable attention module for CNN architectures built for image classification and weakly supervised semantic segmentation.
However, recent researches about attention mechanism mainly focused on image classification or semantic segmentation fields. To the best of our knowledge, it has not been used for the human activity recognition on the weakly labeled 1558-1748 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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sensors data. Inspired by that, we propose a new weakly supervised learning method of human activity recognition, which can be trained by weakly labeled sensor data and determine the location of the labeled activity.
In this paper, we exploit the attention-based convolutional neural network model to recognize activities from sensor data with weak labels. The dataset only obtains the information about what activity occurred in a sequence of sensor data without knowing the specific time of this activity. We validate our method by comparing with two art-of-the-state methods CNN and DeepConvLSTM. Besides, the precise locations of the specific labeled activity can be determined by utilizing the mechanism of attention. Our method can greatly facilitate the process of sensor data annotation and makes data collection more easy.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II summarizes related work of human activity recognition. In section III, we propose our attention model for HAR. Section IV presents and examines the experimental results. In section V, we draw out our conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS
The pervious methods used to extract features manually. For example, Bao and Intille [15] corroborated that accelerometer sensor data is appropriate for activities recognition. They extracted handcrafted features (mean, energy, frequency and domain entropy) from accelerometer data and then fed these features into different classifiers: decision table [16] , K-nearest neighbor(KNN) [17] , decision tree [18] , and Nave Bayes [16] . Kwapisz et al. [19] also manually extracted features (i.e. average and standard deviation) from the accelerometer sensor of smartphones, and recognized six different activities using classifiers such as decision trees(J48), multilayer perceptions(MLP), and logistic regression. However, these methods based on feature engineering [20] had low performance in distinguishing similar activities such as walking upstairs and walking downstairs [21] . Besides, it is difficult in both choosing suitable features and extracting features from sensor data manually.
Therefore, another increasing line of research in human activity recognition based on wearable sensors aims at avoiding the design of handcrafted features, operation that requires human work and expert knowledge [22] , these works employ rapid developing deep learning [23] , especially convolutional neural networks(ConvNet), to learn the features and the classifier simultaneously [22] . For example, Chen and Xue [24] fed raw signal into a sophisticated ConvNet, which had an architecture composed of three convolutional layers and three max-pooling layers. Furthermore, Jiang and Yin [25] converted the raw sensor signal into 2D signal image by utilizing the techniques of a specific permutation algorithm and discrete cosine transformation(DCT), then fed the 2D signal image into a two layer 2D ConvNet to classify this signal image equaling to the desired activity recognition. Ordóñez and Roggen [26] proposed an architecture comprised of convolutional and LSTM recurrent units(DeepConvLSTM), which outperforms CNN. However, these methods all belong to supervised learning [27] , that is to say that all methods require massive data with perfect ground-truth for training.
III. MODEL
The aim of our model is to recognize and locate human activity in weakly labeled sensor data. The model consists of fundamental CNN pipelines and attention submodule, as the Fig. 1 shows. The advantage of our attention mechanisms is that it can identify the salient activity data areas and enhance their influence, while likewise suppressing the irrelevant and potentially confusing information in other activity data areas. Hence, it is very applicable to weakly supervised learning. The model is able to focus on labeled activity among a long sequence of sensor data, and while filter out a large amount of background noise signals. Besides, we propose a novel method to convert compatibility score to compatibility density which is used for locating, because the structure of the weakly labeled sensor data is quite different from the image data.
A. Attention Submodule
Inspired by the Jetley et al's work [14] , the attention method mainly focuses on implementing a compatibility computation between local feature vectors extracted at intermediate layers in the CNN pipeline and the global feature vector that used to be fed into the linear classification layers at the end of the pipeline, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . We denote by L s = l s 1 , l s 2 , . . . , l s n the set of feature vectors extracted at a given convolutional layer s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , S}, where l s i is the i − th feature vector of n total spatial locations in the local feature vector L s . The global feature vectors G generated by input data that passes through entire CNN pipelines, which used to be fed into final fully connected layers to produce the results of classification, now are combined with local feature vectors L s by a compatibility function C. The compatibility function C can be defined in various ways [12] , [28] , we can concatenate the G and l s i by an addition operation and then use a dot product between a weight vector u and l s i + G:
where c s i is the compatibility score and the weight vector u here can play a role in learning the universal set of features relevant to the activity categories in the sensor dataset. In addition, we can also use the dot product between G and l s i to weigh up their compatibility:
After the computing process, we have a set of compatibility score C(L s , G) = c s 1 , c s 1 , . . . , c s n , which are then normalized to A s = a s 1 , a s 2 , . . . , a s n by a softmax function:
or a tanh function:
The normalized compatibility scores A s are used to produce a single vector g s for each layer s by element-wise weighted averaging:
Most crucially, the global feature descriptor G of the input data now can be replaced by the g s . The new global vectors g s are concatenated into a single vector g = g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g s and then fed as input to the linear classification step. In the process of attention submodule, the value of the compatibility score A s indicates the probability of the region where the most salient labeled activity occurs. The attention mechanism arouses g s representing the feature map which are similar with global feature descriptions in the earlier CNN pipelines. It results from the employ of compatibility score A s participating the training. In essence, our methods are based on a soft attention mechanism, which discredits irrelevant background activity information by multiply the corresponding features map with a lower weight. Due to different weighted parameters, the noticeable attention part is enhanced while the less significant attention part is weakened. On the assumption that the weighted feature map g s is a sagacious representation for the region of attention, our method can utilize the regular and easier backpropagation method to compute the gradient and train the network.
B. Fundamental CNN
The fundamental model that the attention submodules based on is a deep CNN, which comprises convolutional, pooling and fully-connected layers. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the shorthand description is:
where C(L s ) denotes a convolutional layer s with L s feature maps, P a max pooling layer, FC(n) a fully connected layer with n units and sof tmax a softmax classifier. Besides, the output of each layer is transformed using a ReLU activation function. The aim that there is no pooling layer following the first two convolutional layer is to ensure that the local feature maps extracted from three convolutional layers C(128) which are utilized for estimating attention have a higher resolution. We deliberately design the same dimensionality between the local features L s and the global features G (both are 128) in order to avoid mapping the different dimensionality of feature vectors to the same one which can cause extra computational cost.
C. Location Function
For an original CNN architecture, a global feature descriptor G usually is computed from the input data and passed through a fully connected layer to output class prediction probabilities. In order to render the classes linearly separable from one another, the G must be expressed by mapping the input into a high-dimensional space where salient higher-order data concepts are represented by different dimensions. The attention method put the filters at the earlier stage in the CNN pipeline to learn similar mappings, which is compatible with the one that outputs G in the original architecture [14] . Due to the attention mechanism of our model, the compatibility score C(L s , G) should be high if and only if the correspond patch contains parts of the dominant data category. That is to say, for weakly labeled sensor data, the areas with high compatibility score are inclined to be the locations where the labeled activity occurs, while the compatibility scores of those areas where background activity takes place are low. Taking advantage of this notion, we can not only get a good recognition results, but also determine the specific location of the labeled activity in a long sequence of weakly labeled data.
Assume that we have a set of compatibility score C(L s , G) = c s 1 , c s 2 , . . . , c s n , where c s i is the specific compatibility score of the i − th spatial location of n total spatial locations in the layer s. Then a varied width slide window is used to sum up the score within the section at each location of the compatibility score:
where the location score s i is corresponding to the density of the compatibility score around the spatial location i , the range of this calculation is equal to the slide window width which is varied as the spatial location i changes (the maximum is w). The total spatial location n is equal to the length of the set of compatibility score C(L s , G). Fig. 2 illustrates the above operation process and now we have a set of compatibility density D = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n }. The peak points of compatibility density curve denote that these points are most likely where the labeled activity happen. Since activities cannot take place at just one point but a section of data, the areas around peak points are also regarded as the section of the labeled activity. Besides, the coverage of these areas should be defined by the width of slide window. For example, if spatial location i is the peak point of the compatibility density D curve, the section
is considered to be the activity area. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are composed of three parts. Firstly, we validate whether our attention model has the capacity to implement traditional human activity recognition. We chose to use the public dataset Human Activity Recognition Using Smartphones Dataset (UCI HAR Dataset). Secondly, we explore the performance of weakly supervised human activity recognition with the weakly labeled sensor dataset. Both types of above experiments used a simple CNN model and the DeepConvLSTM model proposed in [26] as the baseline models. Among them, the CNN baseline model consists of four convolutional layers with 64 convolution filters and two fully connected layers with 128 units, and then outputs the classification result by the Softmax layer. We use the default parameter setting for DeepConvLSTM according to [26] . Thirdly, we investigate the location performance of the attention model. The experiments are performed on a workstation with CPU AMD Ryzen 5, 8 GB memory, and a NVIDIA GPU 1050 with 5GB memory. All algorithm is implemented in Python by using the machine learning framework TensorFlow. In the experiments, the number of epoch was set to 100 and Adam optimization method was used to train our model. The learning rate was set to 0.001 and the input batch size was 50.
We refer to the network Net with attention at the last level as Net-att, at the last two levels as Net-att2, and at the last three levels as Net-att3. We use dot to denote the operation of the dot product for matching the local and global features and use pc to denote the operation of parameterized compatibility. We denote by sm the utilization of softmax normalization and by tanh the utilization of tanh normalization. [29] : This dataset consists of 12 daily activities, namely 3 static activities (standing, sitting, lying), 3 dynamic activities (walking, going upstairs, going downstairs), and the switch of 3 static activities (standing-sitting, sitting-standing, standing-lying, lying-sitting, standing-lying, lying-standing). The data are recorded from a Samsung Galaxy smartphone, which collected three-axial linear acceleration and three-axial angular velocity at a constant rate of 50 Hz using its embedded accelerometer and gyroscope. The collectors utilized the video-recorded to label the data manually, and then divided the data into two sets randomly, where 70% was selected to generate the training data and 30% the test data. The sensor data was then pre-processed by Fig. 3 . Weakly labeled sample data, the labeled activity is "going upstairs" and the background activity is "walking. "   TABLE I WEAKLY LABELED DATASET STATISTICS applying a noise filter and then sampled in a fixed width sliding window of 2.56 seconds and 50% overlap (window width is 128). We utilize six activities of this dataset including three static and three dynamic activities for our experiments.
A. Dataset

1) UCI HAR Dataset
2) Weakly Labeled Dataset: The dataset includes five kinds of activities: "walking", "jogging", "jumping", "going upstairs" and "going downstairs". The need to pay attention to is that "walking" is the background activity for four other kinds, as illustrated in the Fig. 3 . This dataset is collected from 3-axis acceleration of iPhone, which was placed in 7 participants' right trouser pocket. The smartphone accelerometer has a sampling rate of 50Hz. We divide raw data by distinguishing different participants, then use a fixed width sliding window of 40.96 seconds (window width is 2048) to sample the data. Finally, this collected weakly labeled dataset consists of 76,157 sequences of data, 70% of which is used for training, 10% for validating, and 20% for testing. The statistics of different activity samples are shown in Table I .
B. Experiments on UCI HAR Dataset
We compared the experimental results of our attention model, the fundamental CNN model, and two classical deep learning models [26] on the UCI HAR Dataset in the metrics of classification accuracy. The computational cost that is defined as the average number of predicted sequences per second is used to evaluate the efficiency. The results are shown in Table II . On this dataset, all of the models perform comparably well, which indicates that our model also performs well on traditional supervised training tasks. The UCI HAR Dataset consists of well labeled sensor data with little background noise, which leads to the limitation of the attention mechanism. In this case, the improvement between the attention method and traditional methods is relatively small. Regarding the efficiency, our approach can predict more than 5000 sequences per second which is slower than CNN but comfortably ahead of the DeepConvLSTM model. 
C. Experiments on Weakly Labeled Dataset
We compare our model to the fundamental CNN model to study whether our methods can better recognize activities from weakly labeled dataset. Besides, we use two classical deep learning models [26] as baseline model. The proposed attention model produce visible performance improvement over the fundamental model under certain conditions, as shown in Table III . Specifically, the Net-att3-pc-tanh model achieves a 3.65%, 4.21% and 3.79% improvement over the fundamental CNN model, the classical CNN model and the DeepConvL-STM model for weakly labeled data recognition. As is evident from Fig. 4 , the utilization of attention mechanism facilitates the model to focus on the areas of labeled activity supposed to be extracted features while ignoring the background activity information. In terms of efficiency, compared with the classical CNN model, our model can achieve greater performance without increasing unduly computational burden.
In contrast to the small difference in recognition performance among the attention models on UCI HAR Dataset, that the performance on weakly labeled dataset is relatively high. The reason the performances on UCI HAR Dataset are relatively close is that the UCI HAR Dataset consists of suitable length data with good label. Differently, the combination of the dot product operation and the softmax normalization is implemented on the weakly labeled dataset that consist of long sequences data generates the abnormal compatibility score. As Fig. 4(b) shows, there are only a few points having excessively effective value, which results in the feature vectors produced by combining the local feature vectors and the defective compatibility score that lack crucial information beside of these valid points. We address the above problem by employing Att-pc-tanh architecture, where the operation of parametrized compatibility can generate a set of compatibility scores with relatively low disparity and meanwhile the compatibility scores are not jointly normalized by the softmax operation but are normalized independently using pointwise tanh function.
D. Location Experiments
We conduct the location experiment using the proposed attention Net-att3-pc-tanh model on the weakly labeled data sequences which have manually labeled ground truth by matching the video and the sensor data. Converting the compatibility score to the compatibility density provides more clarity in determining the locations of labeled activity, because compared with the peak points of the compatibility score curve, that of the compatibility density curve concentrate on the points where the labeled activity happen more intensively. We mark the locations by utilizing windows whose width are equal to that of the slide window used for conversion of scores. In our experiment, the width of the slide window is set to 128. The center of these windows are determined by the local maximum points of the compatibility density curve instead of the compatibility score. The location windows depend on compatibility density locate within the margin of labeled activity as expected, while another one cross the boundary, as is illustrated between Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) .
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed an attention-based convolutional neural network for human activity recognition that pay more attention to the salient regions and ignore the irrelevant information. This model consists of a standard CNN pipeline and the attention submodules which can compute the compatibility between global feature and local feature for generating the weighted feature map. By leveraging the method, the weakly labeled data which only obtain the information what specific activity occurs in a long sequence can be recognized accurately. Our experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is comparable with the classical methods of human activity recognition on traditional UCI HAR Dataset. On the other hand, our model can achieve significant accuracy improvement on the weakly labeled dataset, compared to the classical deep learning models. We also show that the attention mechanism can facilitate determining location of the labeled activity from weakly labeled data sequences.
Usually, it is hard for data recorder to keep a fixed activity, and the weakly labeled sensor data inevitably occurs in the data collection process. Our attention-based CNN method can greatly facilitate the data collection process based on wearable sensor data. The proposed model can utilize the weakly labeled data to avoid the time-consuming process of traditional data annotation, and do not increase unduly computational cost compared to the classical CNN model. In the future work, we will collect a weakly labeled dataset which consist of the sensors data sequences that obtain multiple types of activity, and improve our model to simultaneously recognize and locate various activities.
